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Abstract: (1) Background: In neurorehabilitation, Wearable Powered Exoskeletons (WPEs) enable
intensive gait training even in individuals who are unable to maintain an upright position. The
importance of WPEs is not only related to their impact on walking recovery, but also to the possibility
of using them as assistive technology; however, WPE-assisted community ambulation has rarely been
studied in terms of walking performance in real-life scenarios. (2) Methods: This study proposes the
integration of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) system to analyze gait kinematics during real-life
outdoor scenarios (regular, irregular terrains, and slopes) by comparing the ecological gait (no-WPE
condition) and WPE-assisted gait in five able-bodied volunteers. The temporal parameters of gait and
joint angles were calculated from data collected by a network of seven IMUs. (3) Results: The results
showed that the WPE-assisted gait had less knee flexion in the stance phase and greater hip flexion in
the swing phase. The different scenarios did not change the human–exoskeleton interaction: only the
low-speed WPE-assisted gait was characterized by a longer double support phase. (4) Conclusions:
The proposed IMU-based gait assessment protocol enabled quantification of the human–exoskeleton
interaction in terms of gait kinematics and paved the way for the study of WPE-assisted community
ambulation in stroke patients.

Keywords: benchmarking; gait; robotic exoskeleton; kinematics; lower extremity; community
ambulation

1. Introduction

Walking independently in daily life is one of the most important functional tasks
to regain after a stroke; however, up to 74% of stroke survivors suffer a disability in the
Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) [1]: particularly upon discharge from an inpatient neu-
rorehabilitation center, their independence in moving around at home or in the community
is often significantly impaired [2]. Such poor autonomy in ADLs may result in depression
and low Quality of Life (QoL), which in turn places a great economic burden on welfare
and society [3]. Community ambulation is a complex activity that can be defined as “in-
dependent mobility outside the home, which includes the ability to confidently deal with uneven
terrain, private streets, rural roads, shopping centers, and public transportation” [4]. Walking
outdoors requires not only good motor control but also the cognitive ability to adapt motor
control to various proprioceptive, auditory, and visual environmental stimuli (e.g., the
type of terrain, the presence of sudden obstacles, and the ability to perform multiple at-
tentional tasks) [3]. To achieve a good level of QoL at discharge, clinicians need to plan
an appropriate and individualized rehabilitation program that should include intensive
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physical, occupational, and speech therapies [5,6]. Although epidemiological studies have
shown that sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of subacute stroke survivors can
predict good participation in walking activities in the community 6 months after stroke [7,8],
walking recovery must be promoted by targeted intensive rehabilitation programs. In this
context, Wearable Powered Exoskeletons (WPEs) could be valuable complementary reha-
bilitation devices, as they emulate overground human neuromotor control of locomotion,
allowing early, intensive, and specific gait training even in individuals unable to maintain
the upright position [9]. The efficacy of WPE-assisted gait training to improve motor and
functional outcomes in stroke patients is well established in the literature [10–18], although
the neurophysiological effects have not yet been adequately studied [19–22]. The relevance
of WPEs for stroke patients is not only related to their effect on gait rehabilitation, but also
to the possibility of using them as an assistive technology for walking in the community
or at home settings [23]. Indeed, some WPEs are increasingly used outside hospitals to
support walking in real-life [24,25]. Although the domestic use of WPE could have a strong
impact on patients’ participation and QoL, it has rarely been evaluated in terms of walking
performance in real-life scenarios [12,26]. In this context, the effect of WPE on locomotor
patterns has yet to be characterized through experimental testing in real-life conditions with
a standardized benchmarking framework [27,28].In this sense, the European EUROBENCH
FSTP-2 subproject ESCALATE (ExoSkeleton assisted Community AmbuLAtion of healthy
and sTrokE subjects) is investigating the use of a WPE in community ambulation of both
healthy and stroke subjects to assess how the robotic solution meets the users’ needs, in
terms of given assistance, performance indicators, safety, and user acceptance.

This article aims to characterize the use of WPE outdoors in terms of walking perfor-
mance. Gait kinematics in real-life outdoor scenarios (regular terrain, irregular terrain, and
slopes) are analyzed by comparing ecological gait (no-WPE condition) and WPE-assisted
gait in able-bodied volunteers.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design

This was an observational single-session-assessment pilot study to evaluate lower limb
kinematics during the performance of gait tasks in various real-life outdoor scenarios. The
study was conducted at the Neurorehabilitation Research Laboratory and Rehabilitation
Bioengineering Laboratory of IRCCS San Raffaele Roma (Rome, Italy).

2.2. Participants

Adult able-bodied subjects who met the following criteria were recruited:

• Inclusion criteria:

# age between 18–80 years;
# ability to fit into the WPE (height between 155–195 cm; weight ≤ 113 kg; hip

width ≤ 46 cm).

• Exclusion criteria:

# persistent contractures of the joints;
# orthopedic injuries;
# pain;
# severe osteoporosis;
# skin breakdown;
# pregnancy.

2.3. Experimental Setup

The WPE tested in the study was the Indego Therapy® (Parker Hannifin Corp., Cleve-
land, OH, USA), an FDA-approved lower-limb powered exoskeleton marketed as a gait
trainer and assistive device for use in clinical practice [29]. The Indego Therapy® hardware
consists of four motors for powered movement of bilateral hip and knee joints in the sagittal
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plane and built-in ankle-foot-orthoses at both ankle joints to provide stability and transfer
the weight of the exoskeleton to the ground. Built-in electronic sensors include encoders
at each joint that provide the respective joint angles and angular velocities and a six-axis
inertial measurement unit in each thigh limb that provides the left and right thigh angles
with respect to the vertical. The total mass of the exoskeleton, including the battery, is
17.7 kg. Indego Therapy® can be disassembled and transported in a suitable external case:
Each component is adjustable in length according to the anthropometric measurements of
the user. The Motion+ software modality (100% assistance) was applied in the experimental
protocol: The subject leans forward to initiate motion and Indego Therapy® responds
accordingly. The technology readiness level of Indego Therapy® is 9 according to the
European Union regulations.

The MOVIT G1 Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) system (Captiks srl, Rome, Italy)
was used for motion capture [30]. Data were acquired at a frequency of 60 Hz. After the
calibration phase of the IMU sensors network, seven IMUs were placed at the following
points using elastic bands attached with Velcro strip on the following points: (1) at the level
of the second sacral vertebra; (2) right thigh: in the middle of the segment connecting the
right great trochanter and the right femoral condyles; (3) left thigh: at the midpoint of the
segment connecting the right great trochanter and the right femoral condyle; (4) right lower
leg: at the midpoint of the segment connecting the right femoral condyle and the right
malleolus; (5) left lower leg: at the midpoint of the segment connecting the left femoral
condyle and the left malleolus; (6) right foot: at the right metatarsal bones; (7) left foot: at
the left metatarsal bones. In the ecological gait (no-WPE), the IMU’s elastic bands were
applied to the subject’s skin, while in the WPE-assisted gait, they were applied to the WPE
(see Figure 1).
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2.4. Scenarios

Experiments were conducted in the following benchmarking scenarios defined by the
European EUROBENCH FSTP-1 subprojects:
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• Walking over regular terrain: walking through an indoor regular 10 m terrain (marble)
at a self-selected normal pace.

• Walking over irregular terrain: walking through an irregular 10 m outdoor terrain
(cobblestones) at self-selected normal speed, self-selected high speed, and self-selected
low speed.

• Ascending slopes: walking on an 8 m outdoor ascending ramp (standard inclined
wheelchair ramp; slope 8%) at self-selected normal speed.

• Descending slopes: walking on an 8 m outdoor descending ramp (standard inclined
wheelchair ramp; slope 8%) at a self-selected normal speed.

For each scenario, two walking conditions are considered: (1) ecological gait (no-WPE);
(2) WPE-assisted gait. Four walking trials were performed under each condition to ensure
the consistency of data. A 10-min rest was allowed between conditions to minimize fatigue.
A schematic of the scenarios is depicted in Figure 2.
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2.5. Data Processing

The Captiks Motion Analyzer software provided the joint angles in the sagittal, frontal,
and transverse planes and the calibrated quaternions. The angles were analyzed using
in-house software developed with MATLAB R2020a (The MathWorks, Natick MA, USA),
the heel strike and toe-off were extracted, and the following temporal gait parameters were
calculated:

• Cadence (step/min)—number of steps taken in one-minute time;
• Gait cycle (s)—the mean duration of the gait cycle starting with the first heel contact

and ending with the next heel contact of the same limb;
• Double support (s)—time during which the feet are on the ground;
• Stance (s)—time starting with the first contact and ending at the toe-off of the same limb;
• Swing (s)—time beginning with toe-off and ending with the first contact of the

same limb.

Joint kinematics were normalized as a percentage of the gait cycle, producing kinematic
plots of the following parameters: hip flexion/extension; hip abduction/adduction; knee
flexion/extension; knee rotation; ankle dorsiflexion/plantar flexion; foot progression.

All calculated parameters were averaged within subjects for each scenario. Consider-
ing the observational pilot nature of the study, descriptive statistics were performed on gait
parameters and joint angles.

2.6. Ethical Aspects

This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the local ethics committee (No. PR 21/05, dated 28 April 2021). Participants
were enrolled in the study after signing an informed consent form.

3. Results

Five able-bodied subjects were enrolled and participated in all experimental scenarios
described in the previous paragraph. Table 1 depicts the demographical and anthropomet-
rical data of the recruited subjects. The WPE was adjusted to the anthropometric features
of each subject.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the enrolled subjects.

Gender Age Height (cm) Weight (kg)

Subj A M 26 187 74

Subj B F 33 160 58

Subj C F 24 172 60

Subj D F 43 163 56

Subj E M 27 172 72

All participants performed the gait tasks without difficulty. The IMU sensors net-
work recorded the movement during the gait with and without the WPE. The temporal
parameters of gait and joint angles were calculated.

Table 2 shows the temporal gait parameters computed for each scenario and each
walking condition. The data for the no-WPE condition are consistent with those of healthy
subjects from the literature [4]. The calculated gait parameters are similar in all experi-
mental scenarios when subjects performed the ecological gait. The WPE-assisted gait was
characterized by a lower cadence (with a maximum value of 28.00 steps/min) than the
self-selected gait without WPE, and the duration of the gait cycle is also higher in the
WPE-assisted gait than in ecological gait. The duration of double support, stance, and
swing was consistent with normative data. Differences between the gait conditions were
registered in the irregular terrain in a low-speed scenario: the average time for the double
support (as a percentage of the gait cycle) was 68.31% and 52.72% in the WPE condition
and no-WPE condition, respectively. Thus, the WPE-assisted slow gait was characterized
by a higher double support phase. No differences were observed in the other scenarios.
The stance phase (as a percentage of the gait cycle) was always higher (about 60%) in the
WPE condition compared to the ecological gait.

Table 2. Gait temporal parameters calculated for each gait condition (WPE: WPE-assisted gait;
no-WPE: ecological gait without WPE) in each scenario.

Regular Terrain Irregular Terrain

Indoor Descending
Slope

Ascending
Slope High Speed Normal

Speed Low Speed

cadence
(step/min)

WPE 22.02 ± 0.55 23.30 ± 0.25 22.38 ± 0.41 26.31 ± 0.7 22.65 ± 0.33 19.90 ± 0.32
no-WPE 52.66 ± 1.69 50.74 ± 2.4 48.84 ± 1.98 59.76 ± 4.13 49.72 ± 2.20 41.85 ± 4.95

gait cycle (s) WPE 2.75 ± 0.07 2.59 ± 0.02 2.70 ± 0.04 2.30 ± 0.06 2.66 ± 0.03 3.03 ± 0.04
no-WPE 1.16 ± 0.04 1.21 ± 0.06 1.25 ± 0.04 1.04 ± 0.08 1.23 ± 0.05 1.65 ± 0.38

Double
support (×100 s)

WPE 1.89 ± 0.06 1.79 ± 0.04 1.77 ± 0.10 1.51 ± 0.04 1.78 ± 0.06 2.07 ± 0.03
no-WPE 0.83 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.06 0.83 ± 0.08 0.70 ± 0.08 0.83 ± 0.03 0.87 ± 0.09

stance (s)
WPE 1.57 ± 0.06 1.45 ± 0.03 1.55 ± 0.08 1.34 ± 0.06 1.55 ± 0.05 1.73 ± 0.04

no-WPE 0.59 ± 0.01 0.58 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.05 0.53 ± 0.05 0.62 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.10

swing (s) WPE 1.17 ± 0.04 1.13 ± 0.03 1.14 ± 0.09 0.95 ± 0.02 1.1 ± 0.02 1.29 ± 0.03
no-WPE 0.56 ± 0.04 0.63 ± 0.05 0.6 ± 0.04 0.51 ± 0.03 0.61 ± 0.05 0.98 ± 0.29

Abbreviations: WPE: WPE-assisted gait; no-WPE: ecological gait without WPE.

Joint kinematics (normalized as a percentage of the gait cycle) were depicted during
the ecological gait and the WPE-assisted gait in the regular indoor terrain, descending, and
ascending slope scenarios in Figure 2. Although temporal gait parameters did not show
great inter-scenarios differences, the joint angles revealed some variations, especially in the
no-WPE conditions. In the ecological gait, the ascending slope scenario was characterized
by higher hip flexion and smaller knee and ankle flexions compared to the regular indoor
terrain and descending slope scenarios. On the other hand, joint kinematics during the
WPE-assisted gait tasks showed a strong similarity.
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When comparing the gait states, it is noticeable that the WPE performed a significant
hip flexion during the swing phase. In addition, the knee flexion and extension angle
showed an atypical trend when the subjects wore the WPE. Specifically, a large difference
in the amount of flexion during the loading response phase occurred. Normally, the
knee should flex rapidly during the loading phase after the onset of the stance phase:
flexion during phase flexion should be around 15◦/18◦ and corresponds to the phase in
which the knee is loaded maximally. In the WPE condition, on the other hand, the knee
angle in the loading phase is approximately zero. It is important to note that such an
atypical trend is highly visible in all scenarios. The ankle joint was limited in its flexion
and extension movements during the WPE-assisted gait compared to the ecological gait.
A similar restriction was registered in the abduction and adduction movements of the hip
under the same gait conditions.

Figures 3 and 4, and Table 3 show joint kinematics and range of execution, respectively,
during ecological gait and WPE-assisted gait under regular indoor terrain, descending slope,
ascending slope scenarios, and irregular outdoor terrain (high speed, normal speed, and low
speed) scenarios. In ecological gait, the low-speed irregular scenario was characterized by a
limited range of execution in hip flexion/extension and abduction/adduction movements.
In the irregular terrain scenarios, joint kinematics during WPE-assisted gait tasks showed a
strong similarity. Similarly, to the previously described scenarios, the WPE-assisted gait is
characterized by greater hip flexion during the swing phase and no-knee flexion during the
loading response phase.
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Table 3. Range of execution of joint kinematics calculated for each gait condition (WPE: WPE-assisted
gait; no-WPE: ecological gait without WPE) in each scenario.

Regular Terrain Irregular Terrain

Indoor Descending
Slope

Ascending
Slope High Speed Normal

Speed Low Speed

Min, Max Min, Max Min, Max Min, Max Min, Max Min, Max

Hip
A-A

WPE −6.26, 6.49 −3.21, 5.28 −4.99, 5.86 −5.49, 3.95 −4.24, 4.00 −4.02, 4.59
no-WPE −10.52, 8.01 −5.10, 7.47 −5.05, 8.12 −4.46, 10.27 −9.99, 6.48 −8.5, 8.14

F-E
WPE −2.79, 57.11 −2.39, 58.42 −2.24, 58.57 −1.74, 60.16 −1.51, 59.56 −0.36, 59.20

no-WPE −10.54, 25.02 −12.22, 24.47 −11.4, 32.47 −13.02, 34.4 −12.83, 27.78 −11.5, 17.39

Knee
F-E

WPE −2.43, 71.72 −1.14, 71.18 −3.6, 72.58 −3.60, 69.99 −3.23, 70.72 −3.33, 70.86
no-WPE −0.62, 69.63 −2.02, 71.52 −1.92, 60.6 −2.88, 63.37 −3.03, 67.7 −5.39, 60.63

R
WPE 0.64, 7.54 −2.66, 5.91 −2.49, 5.92 −1.38, 8.79 −4.11, 4.81 −0.93, 7.53

no-WPE −8.58, 8.50 −8.68, 7.16 −6.76, 10.14 −25.55, −6.23 −8.00, 9.75 −4.96, 13.53

Ankle
DPF

WPE −9.59, 7.60 −13.44, 4.29 −9.89, 10.70 −16.83, 6.36 −13.32, 5.15 −11.92, 2.63
no-WPE −16.27, 15.11 −11.5, 14.59 −13.69, 15.20 −14.65, 16.95 −13.44, 14.32 −17.36, 14.55

FP
WPE −11.84, 1.30 −9.24, 2.61 −14.92, 2.73 −9.78, 5.31 −8.85, 3.73 −8.52, 2.09

no-WPE −11.05, 5.75 −6.98, 4.86 −9.55, 4.14 6.73, 21.50 −8.66, 5.67 −5.58, 11.22

Abbreviations: A-A: Abduction-adduction; F-E: Flexion-extension; R: Rotation; DPF: Dorsi plantar flexion; FP:
Foot progression; WPE: WPE-assisted gait; no-WPE: ecological gait without WPE.

4. Discussion

This study was conducted as part of the European EUROBENCH FSTP-2 subpro-
ject ESCALATE (ExoSkeleton assisted Community AmbuLAtion of healthy and sTrokE
subjects) as the WPE-assisted walking performance has rarely been evaluated in real-life
scenarios with a standardized benchmarking framework [27]. Other studies focused on
the kinematics of able-bodied subjects and neurological patients during WPE-assisted
walking in a controlled environment (10- or 12-m walkway, treadmill, with or without
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weight suspension) [17,31–33]. In our study, gait kinematics in real-life outdoor scenarios
(regular terrain, irregular terrains, and slopes) were analyzed by comparing ecological gait
and WPE-assisted gait in five healthy volunteers. Participants were uninjured and showed
gait data consistent with typical gait without WPE.

Similar to Swank et al. [26], the WPE-assisted community ambulation showed dif-
ferences from typical walking in terms of temporal gait parameters and joint movements.
Participants in this study walked with the WPE at approximately half their average cadence
in all scenarios considered. Nevertheless, the double-limb support time was similar in all
scenarios (approximately 60% of the gait cycle) except for the irregular outdoor terrain at
low speed. Specifically, in the latter scenario, an increase in double-limb support time was
found when the participants wore the WPE. We observed several changes in joint kinemat-
ics when walking with WPE as compared to ecological gait. The outcomes are consistent
with the study by Swank et al. [26], who analyzed walking with a robotic exoskeleton in
healthy subjects and found that the restricted ankle motion in the WPE-supported situation
could be overcome by greater hip flexion during the swing phase.

The inter-scenario analysis did not reveal any relevant differences in joint kinematics
during WPE-assisted gait: the able-bodied subjects wearing the WPE walked with a
similar gait pattern. This outcome is to be expected since the Motion+ software modality
(100% support) was applied in the experimental protocol with the Indego Therapy® WPE.

Some aspects of the study limited the generalizability of our conclusions. First, the
sample size was small and consisted of young, healthy, and active individuals. Future
studies with elderly and/or stroke patients may help to better understand the performance
of WPE-induced gait. Second, the study did not estimate the 3D trajectories of the lower
limbs. Analyzing the movement of each body segment during walking in each scenario
could help characterize locomotion, especially in complex terrain or perturbations. Third,
Indego therapy® settings were not modified in the study (only gait speed was changed in
accordance with the scenario’s description). A gait kinematics-based fine-tuning procedure
for the automatic setting of WPE parameters could be on the future research agenda to
tailor the use of the WPE in community ambulation.

5. Conclusions

The use of WPE for gait in real-life outdoor scenarios is feasible, safe, and allows the
user to walk overground with a typical smooth gait pattern. Compared to the ecological
walking, the WPE-assisted one showed less knee flexion and greater hip flexion in the
stance and swing phases, respectively. The different scenarios did not change the human–
exoskeleton interaction. The WPE increased the double support phase during the low-speed
gait tasks. Future studies of the use of a WPE in community ambulation of both healthy
and stroke subjects are needed to quantify the human–exoskeleton interaction from the
robotic, biomechanical, and physiological perspectives and to assess gait kinematics with
and without WPE in stroke patients. Furthermore, it would be of strong interest the analysis
of kinematics during dual-task walking with and without using a WPE.

Regarding the scenarios, further studies are also needed to explore different real-life
scenarios, such as outdoor streets, sidewalks, and different irregular terrains.
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